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a b s t r a c t
Cardiovascular disease (CVD) is the leading cause of death and disability worldwide. The understanding of
the risk factors for CVD may yield important insights into the prevention, etiology, course, and treatment of
this major public health concern. Autonomic imbalance, characterized by a hyperactive sympathetic system
and a hypoactive parasympathetic system, is associated with various pathological conditions. Over time,
excessive energy demands on the system can lead to premature aging and diseases. Therefore, autonomic
imbalance may be a ﬁnal common pathway to increased morbidity and mortality from a host of conditions
and diseases, including cardiovascular disease. Heart rate variability (HRV) may be used to assess autonomic
imbalances, diseases and mortality. Parasympathetic activity and HRV have been associated with a wide
range of conditions including CVD. Here we review the evidence linking HRV to established and emerging
modiﬁable and non-modiﬁable CVD risk factors such as hypertension, obesity, family history and work stress.
Substantial evidence exists to support the notion that decreased HRV precedes the development of a number of
risk factors and that lowering risk proﬁles is associated with increased HRV. We close with a suggestion that a
model of autonomic imbalance may provide a unifying framework within which to investigate the impact of
risk factors, including psychosocial factors and work stress, on cardiovascular disease.
© 2009 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Recent research has strongly suggested that negative affective
states, dispositions and work stress are associated with diseases and
ill health [1–7]. Work stress, in particular, has been associated with
substantial economic consequences, including increased absenteeism,
increased worker turnover, decreased worker job satisfaction and
associated decreases in worker productivity [8,9]. Stress at work is
also a major public health risk associated with cardiovascular morbidity
[10,11]. Cardiovascular disease (CVD) is the leading cause of morbidity
and mortality in both men and women. This is particularly true in
developed countries [12,13]. A wide range of risk factors for CVD have
been identiﬁed but as yet a uniﬁed model that can account for this
diversity of risk factors has not been put forward.
A recent report from the Whitehall Study [11] has shown that
work stress is associated with decreased heart rate variability (HRV).
Decreased HRV is an independent risk factor for morbidity and
mortality. The important role that the vagus nerve plays in health and
disease has been known for some time [14]. However, only relatively
recently have researchers and clinicians started to investigate how this
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knowledge can be incorporated into a greater understanding of the
etiology, manifestations, course, outcomes, and treatment of disease.
In this illustrative review we show that autonomic imbalance,
in which vagal inhibitory inﬂuences are deﬁcient, is associated with
increased morbidity and all-cause mortality. We also review evidence linking vagal function to established and emerging risk factors
including work stress, for CVD and mortality. Importantly, we discuss
evidence that factors that increase HRV are associated with decreased risk and an improved health proﬁle. Thus, the model of autonomic imbalance may provide a uniﬁed approach to the understanding
of the role of HRV in the risk for cardiovascular disease and all-cause
mortality.
2. Autonomic imbalance and disease
There is growing evidence for the role of the autonomic nervous
system (ANS) in a wide range of diseases. The ANS is generally conceived to have two major branches—the sympathetic system, associated with energy mobilization, and the parasympathetic system,
associated with vegetative and restorative functions. Normally, the
activity of these branches is in dynamic balance. However, the activity
of the two branches can be rapidly modulated in response to changing
environmental demands. Conceptions of organism function based on
complexity theory hold that organism stability, adaptability, and health
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are maintained through variability in the dynamic relationship among
system elements [1,15–17]. Thus, patterns of organized variability,
rather than static levels, are preserved in the face of constantly changing
environmental demands. Because the system operates “far-fromequilibrium,” the system is always searching for local energy minima
to minimize the energy requirements of the organism.
Another corollary of this view is that autonomic imbalance, where
one branch of the ANS dominates over the other, is associated with a lack
of dynamic ﬂexibility and health. Empirically, there is a large body of
evidence to suggest that autonomic imbalance, in which typically the
sympathetic system is hyperactive and the parasympathetic system is
hypoactive, is associated with various pathological conditions [18]. In
particular, when the sympathetic branch dominates for long periods
of time, the energy demands on the system become excessive and
ultimately cannot be met, eventuating in death. On the way to death,
however, premature aging and disease characterize a system dominated
by autonomic imbalance. Thus, autonomic imbalance may be a ﬁnal
common pathway to increased morbidity and mortality from a host of
conditions and diseases, including cardiovascular disease.
Heart rate variability can be used to assess autonomic imbalances,
diseases and mortality. Parasympathetic activity and HRV have been
associated with immune dysfunction and inﬂammation, which have
been implicated in a wide range of conditions including CVD, diabetes,
osteoporosis, arthritis, Alzheimer's disease, periodontal disease, and
certain types of cancers as well as declines in muscle strength and
increased frailty and disability [3,19]. Measures of heart rate variability
(HRV) in both the time and frequency domains have been used
successfully to index vagal activity. In the time domain, the standard
deviation of the interbeat intervals (IBI), standard deviation of R
to R intervals (SDNN), the root mean square successive differences
(RMSSD), and measures of baroreﬂex sensitivity (an index of the
responsiveness of the cardiovascular system to changes in blood
pressure) have been shown to be useful indices of vagal activity. In
the frequency domain both low frequency (LF: 0.04–0.15 Hz) and
high frequency (HF: 0.15–0.40 Hz) spectral powers have been used
as indices of vagal activity, although there is some debate over the
branch of the autonomic system that affects these measures [20].
Whereas there is little contention concerning HF power reﬂecting
primarily parasympathetic inﬂuences, LF power has been shown to
reﬂect both sympathetic and parasympathetic inﬂuences. Nevertheless, while there are some differences among studies, the consensus
is that lower values of these indices of vagal function are associated
prospectively with death and disability.
3. Heart rate variability and mortality
In one of the ﬁrst studies to investigate the relationship between
indices of HRV and mortality, Kleiger et al. [21] showed in almost 900
post-myocardial infarction (MI) patients that HRV was a signiﬁcant
independent predictor of mortality in this high risk group. Numerous
studies have since supported the notion that decreased vagal activity,
as indexed by HRV, predicts mortality in high risk as well as low risk
populations. In an elderly sub-sample of the Framingham Heart Study
(FHS), frequency domain measures were signiﬁcantly associated with
all-cause mortality after controlling for other risk factors. A total of
736 men and women with an average age of 72 years provided ambulatory time and frequency domain HRV data [22]. Eight measures of
HRV were examined including ﬁve frequency domain measures. All
ﬁve frequency domain measures were signiﬁcantly associated with
all-cause mortality and all but the LF/HF ratio (a putative measure
of sympathovagal balance where higher numbers indicate greater
relative sympathetic dominance) remained so after controlling for
other risk factors. A one standard deviation (SD) difference in the log
transformed LF power was associated with a 1.7 times greater relative
risk of all-cause mortality in this sample [22]. Similarly, in the Hoorn
Study, a prospective study of glucose tolerance in the general popu-

lation, several time and frequency domain indices of HRV were calculated and ﬁve were associated with all-cause mortality during the
nine-year follow-up period at least at the p b 0.10 level after controlling for age, gender, and glucose tolerance [23]. This ﬁnding was
strongest for those at high risk because of diabetes, hypertension, or
cardiovascular disease.
In the Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities (ARIC) study, the association between HRV and mortality was investigated in 11,654 men and
women with an average age of 54 years [24]. Two minutes of supine
resting beat-to-beat heart rate data were collected and a number of time
and frequency domain indices of HRV calculated. The lowest quartile of
HF power was associated with incident MI, incident coronary heart
disease (CHD), fatal CHD, and fatal non-CHD deaths in those with
diabetes with hazard ratios ranging from 1.27 to 2.03 over the eight-year
follow-up period [24] In those individuals without diabetes the effects
were much less consistent. However, examination of LF power indicated
results consistent with the Framingham Study such that those nondiabetics in the lowest quartile had a 1.33 greater risk of non-CHD
mortality than those in the highest LF power quartile. The effect was
even larger for fatal CHD with those in the lowest LF power quartile
having a 1.92 greater risk than those in the highest quartile. In the
Autonomic Tone and Reﬂexes After Myocardial Infarction (ATRIMI)
study, 1284 patients with a recent MI (within the last 28 days) were
investigated using 24-h recordings [25]. For the time domain measure of
the SDNN and an abnormal score cut point of SDNN b 70 ms, a 3.2 greater
risk of mortality was found in the two-year follow-up period.
Additionally, in a study of men and women post-MI with depressed
left ventricular function (LVF), the HRV triangular index was used with
an HRV cut point of b20 as an indicator of high risk [26]. In the placebo
group, low HRV was a signiﬁcant independent predictor of mortality
with a relative risk of 1.46 after controlling for age, gender, LV ejection
fraction, New York Heart Association class, diabetes, and beta-blocker
use. Thus, numerous studies have supported the notion that decreased
vagal activity, as indexed by HRV, predicts mortality in high risk as well
as low risk populations. However, an important caveat about all of these
studies is that to date, few studies have examined the association
between HRV indices and mortality in asymptomatic persons.
4. Heart rate variability and the etiology and progression of
cardiovascular disease risk
The evidence for an association between reduced HRV and mortality
appears to be quite strong. Most of these studies examined the association after controlling for other known risk factors such as diabetes
and hypertension. However, there is also evidence to suggest that
reduced HRV leads to such risk factors. Thus, those studies that control
for those known risk factors for which there exists evidence that
reduced HRV might lead to those risk factors may, in fact, be underestimating the role of vagal function in death and disease.
The National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute of the US National
Institutes of Health list eight risk factors for heart disease and stroke,
six of which are modiﬁable. Three of these modiﬁable risk factors are
associated with what could be called biological factors. They are high
blood pressure (hypertension), diabetes, and abnormal cholesterol.
Three others listed as modiﬁable could be considered lifestyle factors
and include tobacco use (smoking), physical inactivity (exercise), and
obesity. The two non-modiﬁable risk factors are age and family history
of early heart disease or stroke. It is interesting to note that there is at
least some data to suggest that each of these risk factors is associated
with decreased heart rate variability.
4.1. Modiﬁable biological risk factor: hypertension
Perhaps the single most important risk factor for CVD is hypertension. Numerous studies have documented the association between
cardiac autonomic function and hypertension (Table 1). This association
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Table 1
Heart rate variability and hypertension studies.
CVD risk
factors

Studies

Subject and sample size

Effects investigated

Controlled variables

Hypertension

Liao et al.[27]

n = 2061; 32%
hypertensive

HRV and hypertension

Age, race, gender,
current smoking, diabetes,
and education

Hypertension

Singh et al. [28]

n = 2024; 17% incident
cases of hypertension

Hypertension

Schroeder et al. [29] n = 11,061; 28% incident
cases of hypertension

Association

Adjusted OR (95% CI): 1.00,1.46 (0.61–3.46),
1.50 (0.65–3.50) and 2.44 (1.15–5.20) from
highest to lowest quartile of HRV–HF and
incident hypertension
HRV and hypertension Age, BMI, smoking, alcohol
Adjusted OR (95% CI): Men 1.38 (1.04–1.83),
consumption, base systolic
Women 1.12 (0.86–1.46) for LF and new-onset
and diastolic blood pressure hypertension
HRV, hypertension and Age, sex, race, study center, Adjusted hazard ratio (95% CI):
blood pressure
diabetes, smoking,
SDNN 1.24 (1.10–1.40); RMSSD 1.36 (1.21–1.54);
education, and BMI
RR interval 1.44 (1.27–1.63) for incident
hypertension

HRV = heart rate variability.
OR = odds ratio.
CI = conﬁdence interval.
HF = high frequency.
BMI = body mass index.
LF = low frequency power.
SDNN = standard deviation of normal-to-normal RR intervals.
RMSSD = root mean square of successive differences.
RR interval = cycle between two consecutive R waves.

has been found in both cross-sectional and prospective analyses. Liao
et al. [27] examined the association between two minutes of supine HRV
and hypertension in a stratiﬁed random sample of 2061 black and white
men and women from the ARIC study. During the three year follow-up
period only 64 individuals developed hypertension. However, baseline
HF power was inversely related to the development of hypertension
among these individuals. In cross-sectional analyses, HF power adjusted
for age, race, gender, smoking, diabetes, and education was signiﬁcantly
lower in the hypertensive group (both treated and untreated) than in
the normotensive group. Additionally, those in the lowest HRV quartile
had a 2.44-fold greater risk of hypertension than those in the highest
quartile.
In the Framingham Heart Study (FHS), Singh et al. [28] examined
the association between two hours of ambulatory HR recordings and
hypertension in men and women in cross-sectional and prospective
analyses. Cross-sectional analyses indicated that after adjustment for
age, BMI, smoking, and alcohol consumption several measures of both
time and frequency domain indices of HRV were signiﬁcantly lower in
hypertensive men and women than in normotensives. During the four
year follow-up period 119 men and 125 women developed hypertension. These analyses showed that low LF power was associated
with the development of hypertension in men but not in women.
In a recent report the association between HRV, hypertension, and
blood pressure was examined in 11,061 men and women from the ARIC
study [29]. HRV was assessed by 2-min and 6-min recordings separated
by nine years. Consistent with previous reports HRV adjusted for age,
race, study center, diabetes, smoking, education, and BMI was lower at
baseline among those persons with hypertension. Importantly among
the 7099 persons without hypertension at baseline the lowest quartile
of HRV as indexed by RMSSD adjusted for relevant covariates was
associated with a hazard ratio for the development of hypertension nine
years later of 1.36 compared to those in the highest quartile.
These ﬁndings from large, epidemiological studies provide strong
evidence that vagal tone, as measured by HRV, is lower in persons
with hypertension than in normotensives even after adjustment for a
range of covariates. Importantly, these studies suggest that decreases
in vagal tone may precede the development of this critical risk factor
for cardiovascular disease.

study to examine the relationship between vagal tone, serum insulin,
glucose, and diabetes, Liao et al. [30] investigated 154 diabetic and
1779 non-diabetic middle-aged men and women in the ARIC study.
Two minute supine resting HR recordings were used to compute HF
power as an index of vagal tone while fasting insulin, glucose, and
diagnosed diabetes were used to index diabetes and diabetes risk.
Consistent with previous cross-sectional studies these researchers
found that diabetics had lower vagal tone than non-diabetics after
adjustment for age, race, and gender. In the non-diabetics, an inverse
relationship was found between HF power, fasting insulin and fasting
glucose, suggesting that reduced vagal tone may be involved in the
pathogenesis of diabetes. However, after adjustment only the
relationship between HRV and insulin remained signiﬁcant. This
was the ﬁrst study to examine the relationship between HRV and
insulin and glucose in a general population and suggests that reduced
vagal tone may be involved in the pathogenesis of diabetes.
Singh et al. [31] examined the relationship between HRV and
blood glucose levels in 1919 men and women from the FHS. The ﬁrst
two hours of ambulatory HR recordings were used to calculate a
number of time and frequency domain indices of HRV. Fasting
glucose levels were used to classify individuals as having normal or
impaired fasting glucose, as well as to identify those with diabetes (in
addition to those with diabetic diagnosis). Several indices of HRV
including LF and HF power in the FHS were inversely associated with
fasting glucose levels and were signiﬁcantly reduced in diabetics and
those with impaired fasting glucose compared to those with normal
fasting glucose levels [31]. The association between reduced HRV and
diabetes remained signiﬁcant after adjustment for age, gender, HR,
BMI, antihypertensive and cardiac medications, blood pressure,
smoking, and alcohol and coffee consumption. Similarly, middleaged men and women from the ARIC study in the lowest LF power
quartile had a 1.2 greater fold risk of developing diabetes compared
to those in the highest quartile, after adjustment for age, race,
gender, study center, education, alcohol use, smoking, heart disease,
physical activity, and BMI [32]. Those with HR in the highest quartile
had 1.4 greater risk of diabetes than those in the lowest HR quartile
with similar results for analyses restricted to those with normal
fasting glucose.

4.2. Modiﬁable biological risk factor: diabetes

4.3. Modiﬁable biological risk factor: cholesterol

Diabetes, another important risk factor for CVD, has also been
associated with decreased HRV (Table 2). In the ﬁrst population-based

To date few studies have examined the relationship between HRV
and cholesterol (Table 3). Of those that have studied this relationship,
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Table 2
Heart rate variability and diabetes studies.
CVD risk factors

Studies

Subject and sample size

Effects investigated

Controlled variables

Association

Diabetes

Liao et al. [30]

n = 1933; 8% diabetics

HRV, diabetes, fasting
serum insulin and
glucose

Age, race, gender

Diabetes

Singh et al. [31]

n = 1919; 4% diabetics

HRV and blood
glucose levels

Age, gender, HR, BMI,
antihypertensive and cardiac
medications, blood pressure,
smoking, and alcohol and coffee
consumption

Diabetes

Carnethon et al. [32]

n = 8185; 13% diabetics

HRV and Type 2
diabetes

Age, race, gender, study center,
education, alcohol use, smoking,
heart disease, physical activity,
and BMI

Adjusted geometric means
(beats/min)2: 0.78 for HF of diabetics
and 1.27 for HF of non-diabetics
(mean difference p b 0.01); 1.34
(lowest quartile) and 1.14 (highest quartile)
of fasting serum insulin and HF (p b 0.01
for trend) for diabetics and non-diabetics
Mean ln LF: 6.74 for normal fasting glucose
subjects and 6.54 for diabetes mellitus
subjects (p = 0.008)
Mean LF/HF: 1.22 for normal fasting glucose
subjects and 1.08 for diabetes mellitus
subjects (p = 0.02)
Adjusted RR (95% CI): 1.2 (1.0–1.4) for LF
and 1.4 (1.2–1.7) for HR in comparisons of
the lowest and highest quartiles

p = probability.
LF/HF = low frequency/high frequency power ratio.
RR = relative risk.
HR = heart rate.

evidence exists that low HRV is associated with high cholesterol
levels. Christensen et al. [33] examined the association between 24h HRV and cholesterol in 47 men with heart disease and 38 healthy
men. In both groups total cholesterol and low-density lipoprotein
(LDL) were inversely associated with 24-h HRV. The association
between HRV and cholesterol remained signiﬁcant in both groups
after adjustment for age and BMI.
The above results were also echoed in a study by Kupari et al. [34].
Researchers investigating the association between short-term HRV
and cholesterol among a random sample of 41 men and 47 women
without heart disease found that the RMSSD was inversely related
to LDL cholesterol. Signiﬁcance also remained after adjustment for
other potential confounders including physical activity, smoking, and
alcohol consumption.
4.4. Modiﬁable lifestyle-related risk factors: smoking, physical inactivity,
and being overweight
Poor lifestyle choices, including a lack of physical activity and the
abuse of tobacco, alcohol, and drugs have also been associated with
autonomic imbalance and decreased parasympathetic activity [35–38]
as well as CVD. Of the modiﬁable lifestyle-related risk factors for CVD
(Table 4), perhaps the single most controllable risk is smoking. Hayano et
al. [39] reported that both acute and chronic smoking was associated
with decreased vagal tone. Likewise, smoking was associated with a
signiﬁcantly increased LF/HF ratio within ﬁve minutes of exposure in taxi
drivers under ordinary working conditions [40]. Nighttime smoking,
in particular, appeared to have a more potent, acute effect on cardiac
modulation than daytime smoking. The authors also suggest that the
sympathomimetric and parasympatho-withdrawal response of smoking
may have an additional role in increasing cardiac risk [40]. In a very
recent study, researchers have also found a link between maternal
smoking during pregnancy and heart rate variability among infants.
Prenatal smoking was associated with lower RMSSD during quiet sleep
in the ﬁrst three days of life [41].
Minami et al. [42] showed that indices of vagal tone increased after
one week of smoking cessation in a group of habitual male smokers.
Hayano et al. [39] reported that both acute and chronic smoking was
associated with decreased vagal tone. Importantly, Minami et al. [42]
showed that indices of vagal tone increased after one week of smoking
cessation in a group of habitual male smokers. Moreover, in a study
that examined the time course of the increase in vagal tone with

smoking cessation Yotsukura et al. [43] also reported that indices of
vagal tone increased within 24 h of smoking cessation. Interestingly,
increases in vagal tone remained elevated for the one-month follow-up
period in a group of male habitual smokers. Thus, smoking and smoking
cessation have immediate and reversible effects on vagal tone.
A large number of cross-sectional as well as training studies have
examined the effects of habitual exercise on cardiovascular function.
The single most replicable effect of aerobic training on cardiac
function is a decreased resting HR. Whereas there is some ongoing
debate about the nature of the autonomic nervous system changes
that accompany regular physical activity numerous studies have
implicated increased vagal tone in the salubrious effects of exercise
[44]. We have reported in a cross-sectional study that habitual
physical activity was associated with greater levels of vagally
mediated HRV in both men and women [37]. In 2334 men and 994
women from the Whitehall II study of British civil servants, moderate
and vigorous physical activity was associated with greater vagal tone
(in men) and lower resting HR (in men and women) compared to
those that reported low levels of physical activity after adjustment for
age, smoking and alcohol consumption [45]. Another study among
young adults also found that HF power rose after 12 weeks of aerobic
conditioning among men but not women, which returned to pretraining levels after deconditioning [46]. Taken together numerous
studies report that physical inactivity, an important lifestyle risk
factor for CVD, is associated with decreased vagal tone. Importantly, it
also appears that increased physical activity may decrease resting HR
and increase vagal tone.
Studies have also documented reduced HRV among overweight
and obese individuals. In a study of 10 women with early-onset
familial obesity and 10 non-obese women, several indices of HRV
were reduced in the obese women [47]. Karason et al. [48] studied 28
obese patients referred for gastroplasty, 24 obese patients using a
lifestyle dietary modiﬁcation approach, and 28 non-obese persons. At
baseline both obese groups had reduced HF values relative to the nonobese participants. After one year of follow-up, those persons that had
undergone gastroplasty had an average weight loss of 28% and
showed evidence of increased vagal function as indicated by increased
HF power. Additionally, several studies of obesity in children and
adolescence have also found that vagal function is reduced in obese
individuals compared to non-obese individuals [49–51]. In all of these
studies several indices of vagal function such as HF power were
reduced in the obese individuals.
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Table 3
Heart rate variability and cholesterol studies.
CVD risk factors

Studies

Subject and sample size

Effects investigated

Controlled variables

Association

Cholesterol

Christensen et al. [33]

n = 85; 55% with heart
disease (men)

HRV and cholesterol

Gender, age

Cholesterol

Kupari et al. [34]

n = 88; none clinical with
heart disease

HRV and LDL cholesterol

Physical activity, smoking,
alcohol consumption

Mean SDNN index among men with
IHD dichotomized into cholesterol groups:
57 (low cholesterol), 38 (high cholesterol)
(p b 0.05)
Mean RMSSD among men with IHD
dichotomized into cholesterol groups:
59 (low cholesterol), 32 (high cholesterol)
(p b 0.05)
Mean SDNN index among healthy men
dichotomized into cholesterol groups:
75 (low cholesterol), 61 (high cholesterol)
(p b 0.05)
Mean RMSSD among healthy men
dichotomized into cholesterol groups:
41 (low cholesterol), 32 (high cholesterol)
(p b 0.05)
Multiple regression coefﬁcients (β):
RR interval root mean square difference
− 0.22 (p = 0.008), total RR interval
power − 0.25 (p = 0.007) for LDL cholesterol

IHD = ischaemic heart disease.
LDL = low-density lipoprotein.

The results of these studies of lifestyle-related risk factors all
indicate that decreased HRV is associated with poor risk factor
proﬁles. Importantly, they also indicate that these risk proﬁles can be
modiﬁed, which can lead to changes in HRV. As shown with obesity,
weight loss was accompanied by increases in heart rate variability.

4.5. Non-modiﬁable risk factors: age and family history
Whereas the exact mechanism is still open to debate, studies have
shown that increasing age is associated with decreasing HRV [52]. Age is
often used as a covariate such as in the ARIC, FHS, and Whitehall studies.
In those studies that have speciﬁcally investigated the relationship
between age and cardiac function, consistent evidence supports this
relationship [53]. For example Antelmi et al. [52] investigated the association between age and vagal tone in 292 men and 361 women aged
from 14 to 82 years. They found that RMSSD decreased on average
3.6 milliseconds per decade.
Associations with reduced HRV have been found in individuals
with a family history of CVD risk factors like hypertension and diabetes
[54]. Piccirillo et al. [55] examined normotensive men and women
with and without a family history of hypertension. Vagal tone, as
indexed by baroreﬂex sensitivity and HRV, were reduced in those with
a family history compared to those without a family history of hypertension. Recently, Maver et al. [56] also found that those with a positive
family history of hypertension had lower vagal function as indexed by
HF power and baroreﬂex sensitivity compared to those with a negative
family history. These studies suggest that decreased vagal function is
evident in persons with a family history of hypertension.
Similar results have been recorded in persons with a family history
of diabetes. De Angelis et al. [57] found that individuals with a family
history of diabetes had reduced vagal tone compared to those that had
a negative family history. These results were also conﬁrmed in another
study by Lindmark et al. [58] comparing healthy persons with a family
history of type 2 diabetes and persons with a negative family history of
diabetes. HRV was analyzed during a number of conditions including
rest and controlled breathing. The results indicated that total spectral
power and HF power were lower during controlled breathing in those
with a positive family history compared to those with a negative family
history of diabetes. Again, these results indicate that decreased vagal
function is evident in persons with a positive family history of diabetes
compared to those with a negative family history.

Taken together, these ﬁndings suggest that non-modiﬁable risk
factors such as age and family history of disease are associated with
reduced HRV. Evidence suggests that both modiﬁable and nonmodiﬁable risk factors for cardiovascular disease and death are
preceded by indicators of autonomic imbalance and especially decreased vagal function. Decreased vagal function may be associated
with the development of these known risk factors for cardiovascular
disease and death. Data suggests that decreased vagal function is
associated with degree of coronary artery occlusion [59] and plaque
rupture [60]. Recent data also indicate that decreased vagal function is
associated with increased markers of inﬂammation [61,62].
5. Emerging risk factors: psychosocial factors including
work stress
Psychosocial factors such as stressful life events, general stress,
hostility, depression, and anxiety are also emerging as risk factors for
CVD [10,63–71]. Decreased HRV has been associated with several
psychosocial conditions and states [1,2,66,67,72–75]. Another emerging psychosocial factor associated with CVD and HRV is work stress.
In terms of work stress, several studies have found signiﬁcant
associations with changes in indices of HRV (Table 5), although some
have not [76]. A study by Tsaneva and Dukov [77] investigated hearing
changes among miners using AHRV (analysis of heart rate variability)
indices. An important ﬁnding of the study was that chronic exposure
to work-related stress factors was associated with measures of HRV in
workers. Likewise, Hintsanen et al. [78] found that higher effortreward imbalances (ERI) or a larger ratio of higher efforts to rewards,
was associated with lower levels of RMSSD and pNN50 in young
Finnish women, although no association was observed for men. This
suggests that autonomic activation could be one of the pathways that
high ERI may lead to higher risks of CHD among women [78]. In
another study among male shipyard workers, speciﬁc job characteristics were not found to be associated with cardiovascular risk factors.
However, SDNN was signiﬁcantly lower among those categorized in
the high job strain group. Importantly, metabolic syndrome was also
signiﬁcantly related to decreased SDNN in the high job strain group.
Thus, although not direct indicators of disease, the combination of
sympathetic over-activity and low HRV in the high strain group, as
suggested by the authors, may be useful indicators for potential
cardiovascular dysfunctions associated with the onset of heart disease
[2]. This was also the ﬁnding of Vrijkotte et al. [79] in a study among
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CVD risk factors

Studies

Subject and sample size

Effects investigated

Controlled variables

Association

Smoking

Hayano et al. [39]

n = 9; male smokers
(short-term effects)
n = 81; males, 69% smokers
(long-term effects)

HRV and short and long-term
smoking

Age, gender

Mean HF: decrease after 1 cigarette (p= 0.0061)

Yotsukura et al. [43]

n = 20; male smokers

HRV and smoking cessation

Gender

Smoking

Minami et al. [42]

n = 39; male smokers

HRV, HR, BP and short-effects
of smoking cessation

Gender

Smoking

Kobayashi et al. [40]

n = 20; male taxi drivers

LF/HF ratio and smoking

Smoking

Fifer et al. [41]

n = 271; infants

Physical inactivity

Rossy and Thayer,
[37]

n = 40; 53% men

Age, gender, working on night duty
for ≥ 1 year and smoking ≥ 1 year
HR, HRV and prenatal smoking Age, alcohol consumption and smoking
and alcohol
before or during pregnancy
HRV and physical activity
Gender, BMI

Physical inactivity

Rennie et al. [45]

n = 3328; 70% men

HRV and physical activity

Physical inactivity

Sloan et al. [46]

n = 149; men and women between HRV and aerobic activity
18–45 years
and strength training

Obesity

Petretta et al. [47]

Obesity

Karason et al. [48]

n = 20; 50% early-onset
familial obesity
n = 80; 35% obese for gastroplasty,
30% obese for lifestyle dietary
modiﬁcation, 35% non-obese

Heart period variability and
obesity
HRV, BMI and norepinephrine
secretion

CCVMWSA = coefﬁcient of component variance reﬂecting Mayer wave sinus arrhythmia.
CCVMWSA = coefﬁcient of component variance reﬂecting respiratory sinus arrhythmia.
pNN50 = % differences between adjacent RR intervals N50 ms.
TF = total frequency.
MSD = mean successive differences.
%BB50 = % heart period differences N 50 ms.
Mean RR = mean of RR interval.
ULV = ultra low frequency.
VLF = very low frequency.

MSD mean: 57 (low ﬁt individuals), 84 (high ﬁt individuals) (p b 0.05)
%BB50 mean: 11 (low ﬁt individuals), 21 (high ﬁt individuals) (p b 0.05)
HF mean: 1313 (low ﬁt individuals), 2710 (high ﬁt individuals) (p b 0.05)
Age, smoking, alcohol consumption
SDNN: 33.4 (lowest quartile); 36.1 (highest quartile) for vigorous
physical activity (p b 0.05)
LF: 304.6 (lowest quartile); 362.5 (highest quartile) for vigorous
physical activity (p b 0.01)
HF: 107.1 (lowest quartile); 131.0 (highest quartile) for vigorous
physical activity (p b 0.01)
Age, gender, BMI
SDNN increase: 0.12 ln ms (men after training)
HF increase: 0.39 ln ms2 (men after training)
SDNN decrease: − 0.20 ln ms (men after deconditioning
HF decrease: − 0.54 ln ms2 (men after deconditioning)
Gender, age, alcohol consumption, smoking, ULF: 8.67 (control subjects), 8.43 (obese subjects)
oral contraceptives
VLF: 7.57 (control subjects), 7.37 (obese subjects)
Age, gender, smoking and antihypertensive Mean RR: 832 (gastroplasty individuals), 770 (obese control
treatment
individuals) after 1 year follow-up (p = 0.016)
SDNN: 130 (obese individuals), 154 (lean individuals) at baseline
(p = 0.003); 139 (gastroplasty individuals), 121 (obese control
individuals) after 1 year follow-up (p = 0.037).
Norepinephrine excretion rate (nmol/24 h): 360 (obese individuals),
273 (lean individuals) at baseline (p = 0.006); 279 (gastroplasty
individuals), 343 (obese control individuals) after 1 year follow-up
(p = 0.047)
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Smoking

CCVMWSA: increase after 10–17 minutes (P b 0.0001) after smoking
CCVRSA: smaller in young heavy smokers compared to young non and
moderate smokers (P b 0.0078)
TF: 49.8 (precessation), 60.6 (post-cessation) (p b 0.01)
LF: 31.6 (precessation), 38.6 (post-cessation) (p b 0.01)
HF: 31.6 (precessation), 38.6 (post-cessation) (p b 0.01)
24-h pNN50: 10.0 during smoking period, 15.6 during non-smoking
period (p b 0.0001)
24-h LF/HF: 0.90 during smoking period, 0.77 during non-smoking
period (p b 0.01)
Mean LF/HF during night shift: 3.83 at baseline vs. 4.32 after 5 min of
smoking (p b 0.05)
Baseline RMSSD: 9.6±0.7 (p = 0.009) during quiet sleep
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Table 4
Heart rate variability and lifestyle risk factors.

Studies

Subject and sample size

Effects investigated

Controlled variables

Associations

Work stress

Hintsanen et al. [78]

n = 863; men and women
between 24 and 39 years

ERI, heart rate and HRV

ERI and RMSSD: − 0.09 (p = 0.05)
ERI and pNN50: − 0.10 (p = 0.03)

Work stress

Kang et al. [2]

n = 169; male shipyard workers

HRV and metabolic syndrome

Educational level, occupational group,
smoking, alcohol, coffee, physical
activity, social support, BMI, SBP, DBP
Gender

Work stress

Riese et al. [76]

n = 159; female nurses

Work stress

Tsaneva and Dukov [77]

n = 25; miners, 48% Group 1
(mean age 37.9 and length of
employment b 15 years), 52% Group 2
(mean age of 47.7 and length of
employment ≥ 15 years)

Job strain, blood pressure,
heart rate and HRV
HRV and hearing balance

Gender, socioeconomic status,
work characteristics
Age, length of employment

Work stress

van Amelsvoort et al. [80]

n = 135; 84% male workers

Gender, age, smoking, physical activity

Work stress

Vrijkotte et al. [79]

n = 109; male white-collar workers

Noise, job strain, physical activity,
shift work and HRV
Effort-reward imbalance,
overcommitment, blood pressure,
heart rate and vagal tone

ERI = effort-reward imbalance.
SDNNi = mean of standard deviations of all NN intervals for all segments of recording (ms).
lnRMSSD = natural logarithm of root mean square of successive differences.
Amo = amplitude of the mode.
HI = homeostatic index.
logVLF = log transformation of very low frequency.
IBI = interbeat interval.
SBP = systolic blood pressure.
DBP = diastolic blood pressure.

Gender, age, work characteristics,
waist circumference, cigarette smoking,
alcohol consumption, physical activity

SDNN: 39.6 (low strain group without metabolic syndrome),
31.1 (high strain group with metabolic syndrome) (p = 0.04)
logVLF: 6.4 (low strain group without metabolic syndrome),
5.9 (high strain group with metabolic syndrome) (p = 0.04)
No effect of job strain on IBI, RMSSD, SBP or DBP including
interactions with social support
Correlation between SDNN and 4000 Hz frequency:
0.873 (p b 0.01) in group 1; 0.592 (p b 0.01) in group 2
Correlation between Amo% and 4000 Hz frequency: 0.367
(p b 0.01) in group 1; 0.484(p b 0.01) in group 2
Correlation between HI and 4000 Hz frequency: 0.413
(p b 0.01) in group 1; 0.420 (p b 0.01) in group 2
SDNNi during sleep: 69.3 ms vs 85.8 ms, p b 0.05, shift vs. daytime
workers
Adjusted OR (95% CI): heart rate during sleep 1.95 (1.02–3.77);
lnRMSSD 2.67 (1.24–5.75) for incident mild hypertension
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Table 5
Heart rate variability and work stress.
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white-collar workers. One of the main results was that a one standard
deviation increase in heart rate during sleep or a one standard deviation
decrease in lnRMSSD was associated with signiﬁcantly increased risk of
mild hypertension.
Similarly, a cohort study conducted among workers from the integrated circuit manufacturing industry, waste incinerator plants and
hospitals showed that various occupational factors were related to
HRV [80]. Shift workers had signiﬁcantly decreased SDNNi (mean of
the standard deviation of all NN intervals for all 5-min segments of the
entire recording, in milliseconds), and increased %LF and HR levels
during work compared to daytime workers. These workers also had
signiﬁcantly decreased SDNNi levels during sleep compared to
daytime workers. Shift workers reporting acute high noise levels
compared to low work noise levels also had elevated adjusted %LF
means during work. This suggests that cardiovascular regulation is less
successful among this group and could explain the excess cardiovascular disease risk among these workers. An additional ﬁnding related
to work stress was that signiﬁcantly elevated %LF means during work
adjusted for mean values during sleep were recorded among those in
low job demand, low job control (77.9, p b 0,01), high demand, high job
control (77.7, p b 0,05) and high demand, low job control (77.7,
p b 0.05) groups compared to a control group, after adjusting for sleep
[80]. These results suggest that chronic disturbance of the autonomic
cardiac balance favoring sympathetic dominance may be one reason
for the effects of workplace stress on CVD risk. The authors conclude
that HRV can be a very useful tool to study work-related stress and
their accompanying physiological effects.
Numerous studies have now reported that work stress is associated
with increased risk of coronary heart disease (CHD) [11,81,82]. We
also have previously shown that work-related worries were associated
with the largest increases in HR and decreases in HRV [83,84]. Thus
work-related stress as measured by job strain [2], effort-reward
imbalance [11], and ecological momentary assessments [84] have been
linked to decreased HRV.
6. Heart rate variability and the prevention of
cardiovascular disease
There are several pathways via which the deleterious effects of
modiﬁable factors such as work stress can be prevented or minimized.
All of these pathways involve efforts to increase HRV. As noted above,
smoking cessation, physical exercise, and weight loss are all associated
with increased HRV. Dietary changes including the consumption of
fruits and vegetables, moderate alcohol consumption, and intake of
omega-3 fatty acids and vitamin D through ﬁsh or nut consumption are
also effective approaches for which there is some suggestive evidence
linking them to increased HRV [85,86]. Stress and worry reduction via
meditation or worry postponement may provide effective ways to
prevent or minimize the effects of work stress [87]. Another possible
approach as suggested by Tiller et al. [88], based on 24-h HRV recordings during normal working days, is the use of positive emotions
to alter sympathovagal balance. They suggest that this could be beneﬁcial in terms of hypertension treatment and also reduce the risk of
sudden death in those with congestive heart failure or coronary artery
disease. Currently, however, there is a lack of studies investigating the
impact of such interventions on both HRV and disease. These types of
studies could provide greater insight into the effects of autonomic
imbalance and new perspectives on the treatment and prevention of
related diseases.
7. Summary
In this paper we have tried to provide an overview of some of the
evidence for the role of HRV in cardiovascular disease risk and
mortality. Although not exhaustive, this review shows that there is a
large body of data to suggest that decreased vagal function is an

independent risk factor for all-cause mortality. In addition, we examine evidence that decreased vagal function is a common factor in all of
the major risk factors for CVD, both modiﬁable and non-modiﬁable.
Furthermore, we showed that decreased vagal function characterizes
emerging psychosocial risk factors. Importantly, the evidence presented here also strongly suggests that work stress is associated with
decreased HRV. Work stress itself is a major risk factor for cardiovascular morbidity and research suggests that one of the major
pathways involves decreased HRV. We also note that the effects of
modiﬁable risk factors might be prevented or minimized by engaging
in behaviors that might increase HRV. Moreover, studies that include
indices of both sympathetic and parasympathetic activity are necessary to provide a more complete picture of the role of the ANS in
health and disease [89]. Finally, we suggested that autonomic imbalance might be the ﬁnal common pathway linking a host of disorders
and conditions to death and disease. Thus, behaviors that alter this
autonomic imbalance toward a more salubrious proﬁle may serve to
prevent or at least minimize the effects of certain factors on the risk
for cardiovascular disease and death.
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